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DurHamFest 2018: Making Good Better

DurHamFest is approaching fast! We had a great event 
last year with very positive feedback. It is clear that 
everyone likes the site. The VE Testing and public bath-
rooms will also be in the same location as last year. 
Since we can’t get into the facility until 7am, we will 
again open to the public at 8:30. Since the cost per hour 
is high, we will close at 12:30. Most people will have left 
by then anyway. So, building on previous years, how 
can we make it better?

Jack, KM4MBG, the ”Hamfest Chair” and our vendor 
chair, Linda, KF4LJZ will be heading things up. Jack 
will be soliciting volunteers for spots where we need 
additional help at our meeting next week. That is your 
chance to sign up. One area where everyone can help is 
in parking. For the last two years we filled all of the 
standard parking to capacity  That is a sign of success. 
You can help by carpooling wherever this makes sense. 
We will discuss more ideas related to parking at our 
meeting Tuesday.

We need people to handle parking and traffic control, 
getting everyone into their designated area. John, 
KM4MDR, will head this up again. We need people to 
work with Wilson, W4BOH, at the grill. The club table 
can always use some more people to assist. Talk-In from 
the MCU needs at least two people.

You can also help the Club and DurHamFest by selling 
your surplus items at our Club Table and donating  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          The Link
Next Meeting

Tuesday, May 1, 6:00 P.M.             
Bullock’s BBQ                                                         
3330 Quebec Dr.                           
Durham, NC 27705 

Program

DurHamFest and Show & Tell                                                       
In lieu of a regular program we will 
finalize our plans for DurHamFest. This 
will be the club’s 44th DurHamFest! 
Please join us and help finalize our plans 
so that we can ensure another 
successful and fun event. We will likely 
have some time for the always fun and 
informative Show & Tell. Please bring 
something of interest and plan on 
spending about 5 minutes talking about 
it. 
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some of the proceeds to the DFMA. Also buying 
things from our vendors helps them and makes 
them more likely to support DurHamFest in the 
future.

The  other  form  of  help  we  need  if  just  having 
people there ready to assist where needed. Hav-
ing extra people there at 7am on Saturday will be 
a  great  help.  An important  thing you can do is 
help vendors set up. They have a relatively short 
window for this and might appreciate some extra 
hands. Similarly at break down time at 12:30pm, 
people can help vendors and assist in the general 
cleanup.  And of  course,  we will  be  able  to  use 
some help on Friday evening from 6-8pm for set-
up  including  arranging  tables,  putting  up  and 
placing signs, etc. Do come out to help on Friday.

Our goal is to make this a most attractive hamfest 
for all. Together we have a chance to continue to 
make DurHamFest better!

Memories  —  Memories  can  be  good,  pleasant, 
even fun, as well as bad, of course. At 76, I have 
accumulated quite a few. Luckily, most are good, 
or better, thanks mostly to good fortune. Some of 
you have  heard  me describe  a  slightly  unusual 
childhood, closely connected to ham radio and its 
many activities and a few hams many would con-
sider  “characters”.  I’ll  save the  character  stories 
for later, except to say that there was a lot of vari-
ety, ranging from the congenitally cheerful to the 
reliably  grouchy.  Among  them  were  self-made 
business  successes,  corporate  managers,  WWII 
vets,  engineers,  radio pioneers,  and a  couple  of 
functional  misfits.  Even as a young kid I  found 
them interesting and always wanted to be around 
to hear their discussions and tales, which covered 
lots of subjects, but especially radio. My dad was 
good-natured, optimistic, and more tolerant than 
he should have been, so he got on well with most 
of  them and didn’t  mind having me tag  along, 
which started somewhere around first grade. Of 
course I was, by then, well accustomed to radio, 
since it  was ever-present in our home. And one 
grandfather ran the preeminent radio/public ad-
dress shop in town, later radio and TV. Nothing 
else really had a chance, although I did survive 
some attraction to fast cars (at least driving cars 
fast),  guns,  and,  most  fortunately,  mixing  up 
deadly concoctions of liquid rocket fuel. I did the 
physics,  one  of  the  team became a  cardiologist, 
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73, Dee 
DFMA President

FROM 
THE 

LAND 
OF 

MAGIC

By Wilson Lamb, Jr., W4BOH

My COMET PRO
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and the lead chemist was a major player in the 
design and manufacturer of a famous drug of the 
80s and 90s you’d recognize if you heard it.

So what’s that to do with a story about a vintage 
receiver? Beats me,  but it  was fun to remember 
and write down. And you did know the Comet 
was a receiver, didn’t you? Or are you stuck in the 
60s and thought I was writing about a Mercury? 
That’s a planet, isn’t it? So many words, so many 
years!  At  least  “old  fart”  will  always  mean the 
same thing, I expect.

On to the Comet. I’ve given a couple of talks that 
mentioned Edwin Armstrong, another real char-
acter who happened to also be very smart. As is 
the case with many inventions, some of the stories 
and  legends  about  Armstrong  are  murky.  His 
fame rests on three developments, each of which 
would have made him remarkable alone: the re-
generative  receiver,  the  superheterodyne (super-
het) receiver, and FM broadcasting. We’re going to 
talk about the superhet, the most significant of the 
three but followed closely by FM radio. Before the 
superhet, receivers relied on using one to several 
stages of RF amplification to get signals up to the 
level where they could be decoded (detected) by a 
simple rectifier, initially a crystal (galena, lead sul-
fide)  but  later  a  simple  vacuum  tube  rectifier. 
There were certainly successful implementations, 
witness the millions of broadcast receivers of the 
20s and into the 30s, but the technique, called TRF 
for Tuned Radio Frequency, was doomed from the 
start, since it required very high gain amplifiers, 
often  with  several  stages,  which  were  prone  to 
oscillation and noise pickup of all sorts. Keeping 
all that amplification under control while chang-
ing frequency, was a real challenge. And early re-
ceivers had a tuning dial for every stage! Imagine, 
not one big dial in the center of your radio but 
three or four! Women were not generally expected 
to master  them, at  least  according to some ads, 

but  that  was  before  the  recent  Nobel  prizes  in 
medicine... another story.

Armstrong  (and  maybe  a  couple  of  others)  in-
vented the regenerative detector before WW1 and 
it was commercialized and used well into the 30s, 
but his greatest development took place in France, 
during the Great War, when he was assigned to a 
research group working on aircraft radio. I won’t 
try to get back the whole story, but someone real-
ized that spark ignition engines radiated a lot of 
RF noise, probably someone trying to use a TRF 
receiver in a 1914 airplane,  and had the idea of 
using a sensitive receiver and directional antenna 
to “listen” for enemy planes, in hope of intercept-
ing them before they could bomb Paris. Somehow 
Armstrong got the idea to listen for the ignition 
noise at relatively high frequencies, at least higher 
than the primitive airplane radios were using. I’m 
not trying to give the whole history here, just that 
he knew that when two RF signals were applied 
to an amplifier they would combine to make new 
frequencies, most importantly their sum and their 
difference. Leaving the sum frequency aside for a 
moment, think of the difference frequency. Then 
imagine an oscillator that could be tuned to the 
same frequency range where you wanted to lis-
ten. Now you can see there will be difference sig-
nals corresponding to the difference between the 
tuned oscillator  and all  the  signals  coming into 
the receiver.  Then the crucial  step!  Imagine you 
have an RF amplifier bringing in signals over a 
range  of  frequencies  and  then  you  adjust  your 
tuned oscillator to some predetermined frequency, 
the good part here, where you have another am-
plifier  tuned  up  and  ready  to  listen.  You  have 
HETERODYNED  the  signal  you  want  to  hear 
down to a much lower frequency where you have 
a  fixed  tuned  amplifier,  of  high  gain,  ready  to 
make  it  larger!  The  low  frequency  amplifier  is 
fixed tuned, with NO user adjustable controls and 
much  more  easily  shielded  and  stabilized  than 
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amplifiers at the signal frequency. You now have 
signals coming out of the low frequency amplifier 
that are large enough to be easily detected, all the 
more so if the detector is the incredibly sensitive 
REGENERATIVE detector from Armstrong’s early 
years!

War being what it is and fortunately not lasting 
too long, usually, not a lot was done with the su-
perhet,  incredible  as  it  was.  Skipping a  LOT of 
history here, Armstrong came home and tried to 
sell  the  superhet  idea,  eventually  turning  the 
patent over to RCA. Then followed a dark period, 
representing a bad side of capitalism. RCA knew 
well that the superhet would be a game changer 
for  the  enormous  industry  building  TRF radios 
and that whoever would build superhets would 
rule the roost, but they weren’t organized to pro-
duce  the  numbers  of  receivers  that  would  be 
needed, so they sat solidly on the superhet patent 
and  aggressively  prevented  anyone  using  the 
technology without buying an expensive license 
and paying royalties. For that reason, the first su-
perhet  broadcast  sets  we see  were actually  kits, 
sold  by  enterprising  businessmen  with  a  broad 
range of talent and a broad range of ethical stan-
dards! Eventually, RCA did enter the market, with 
its Radiola brand, in 1924. Licenses were eventu-
ally sold to many manufacturers and by the late 
20s,  radios  were  available  to  the  common man. 
They were expensive though, more than a good 
transceiver is now, so there were lots of common 
men who couldn’t afford them. The component/
kit business thrived, therefore, well into the 30s. 
One could even buy the kit and have it built to 
order.

There  were  radio  companies  all  over  the  place, 
including several started and closed by the huck-
ster Lee DeForest, who rates a book of his own. 
Some  were  in  New  York  City,  including  one 
founded by an immigrant, Oscar Hammarlund, in 

1910. Seems like immigrants were always with us. 
Oh yes,  not  too  long before  that  “we” were  all 
immigrants! It’s a good thing Oscar showed up. 
After running a successful components business 
for two decades he introduced the FIRST COM-
MERCIALLY  AVAILABLE  superhet  receiver.  I 
interpret this to be communication receiver, since 
the Radiola superhet came out in 1924. RCA did 
make superhet comm receivers later, but they con-
tinued  to  make  regens  right  along,  perhaps  for 
cost reasons. A good regen receiver could be made 
with many fewer tubes and tubes were expensive. 
I have schematics and pictures of an RCA super-
het  in  use  by  the  Byrd  Antarctic  Expedition  of 
1928 and regens remained in use in the US Navy 
into WWII!

On  to  the  Comet,  at  last!  Oscar  Hammarlund 
brought  out  his  superhet  comm  receiver,  the 
Comet, in 1931. It was successful and served the 
emerging  interest  in  “shortwave”  broadcasting 
and  hamming,  though  its  near  $100  price  was 
prohibitive  for  many.  As  technology  does,  the 
Comet  got  a  handsome  walnut  cabinet,  then  a 
metal cabinet, a BFO for CW, a crystal filter, and 
even an Automatic Volume Control circuit. So by 
the mid-30s the Comet had become the Comet Pro 
and was the standard of the industry, owned by 
many companies  and government  organizations 
of all sorts, even by one Wilson Lamb, W4BOH, 
the  previous  Wilson  Lamb.  I  sure  wish  I  knew 
how Dad got it, since he was still a young engi-
neer  at  Reynolds  Tobacco  and not  prone  to  ex-
travagance, but I’ll never know. All the old farts 
are gone now, for several years. I have pictures of 
it in his friend’s workshop before the war (WWII). 
Since I appeared in 1941, it’s been in the family 
longer than have I!

Well,  what  is  it?  It’s  interesting,  that’s  what.  I 
guarantee  you  that  all  the  receivers  you  have 
used, Hammarlund, Hallicrafters, Collins, Drake, 
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etc,  have complicated switching and tuning cir-
cuits to select band and frequency. Remember all 
that tuning we discussed? It takes remarkable en-
gineering and mechanical work to GANG tune a 
receiver, with one knob. It tunes the RF amplifier 
at the input, the local oscillator (the one near the 
signal frequency, remember), and the antenna in-
put circuit. Not so the Comets. They were so early 
that gaging was not standard, so one first tunes 
the  oscillator  to  bring  the  band  of  interest  in 
range, peaks the antenna tuning knob, and then 
can use the “bandspread” control  to tune much 
more slowly and find the desired frequency. Sad-
ly,  the  Comet  never  had  an  RF  amplifier  at  its 
front  end,  which  limits  its  sensitivity  above  10 
MHz or so. There was a market for add-on exter-
nal  RF  amplifiers  that  greatly  improved  the 
Comet’s sensitivity above 40 meters. So there you 
have it, a perfectly simple and dignified receiver 
that captured the market for several years. With 
no RF amplifier, the first tube is the MIXER, where 
the local  oscillator  (all  that  tuning)  is  combined 
with all  the signals coming from the antenna to 
make the lower frequency signals.  The one you 
want  is  selected  by  the  narrow fixed frequency 
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY (if) amplifier and 
fed to the simple detector. It’s primitive, in a way, 
but very effective. The tuning mechanism is dead 
simple, with no complicated gears or strings, and 
very stable. For ham use in narrow bands, it’s no 
trouble at all. It is even possible to operate the lo-
cal oscillator ABOVE the signal frequency, for rea-
sons too esoteric for this discussion. If you know 
about IMAGES, you can work it out.

And how does the Comet Pro relate to me? One of 
my earliest memories, acquired when I was four, 
was  imprinted  one  night  when Dad was  fixing 
something  under  the  chassis  of  the  Comet.  He 
was careful, of course, to tell me to keep my in-
quisitive hands away. I, of course, had to test the 
wisdom of  his  advice  and proceeded to  poke a 

finger down where he was measuring some volt-
age. I don’t know if he let me conduct my test or if 
I snuck by him, but either way, I got a good jolt, 
which I remember like yesterday! After Dad got 
something more modern after the war, I had the 
Comet by my bed and on various locations where 
I could listen whenever I wanted and later I used 
it on several Novice bands, with one of the exter-
nal RF amps. A memorable occasion was carting 
it, with a couple of heavy transmitters on a long 
weekend field  day  like  excursion  to  the  moun-
tains of Tennessee. We had enough stuff to oper-
ate three stations, two big war surplus tents, and a 
trailer mounted generator. Can you believe three 
people, two well into middle age, would load all 
that into two cars and drive a couple of hundred 
miles to play radio? We even had a large exten-
sion ladder for a tower to hold our dipoles. Guess 
who had to go up…

The Comet was in one of the tents. We made quite 
a few non-memorable contacts, but more memo-
rable were the low night-time temperatures on the 
high, bald mountaintop and sending CW in my 
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Picture 1 — 
Weekend 
excursion to the 
mountains of 
Tennessee.
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sleeping bag, which gave the others a good laugh 
for several years.

Then there was the old ham story…school, travel, 
marriage, kids, work. Like Puff the magic dragon, 
the Comet languished in the parent's  basement, 
from roughly 1962 until I recovered it about 2010! 
By then I realized how much it meant to me and 
the end of  the  carefree  storage was in  sight,  so 
over to the Land of Magic it came. Miraculously, 
thanks  to  Oscar’s  good  design,  Dad’s  mainte-
nance,  and my luck,  the  Comet  almost  worked 
right off the bat.  It  had power, after cutting out 
the  ancient  filter  capacitors,  and  made  a  little 
noise, but didn’t hear anything. A few minutes of 
simple signal seeking soon showed silence from 
the first IF stage, caused by no plate voltage to the 
tube, caused by an open RF choke. More luck. The 
hair fine wire of the choke had corroded at a con-
nection just  below the surface of  the wax and I 
could reconnect it! Since then the comet has sol-
diered  on,  operating  mostly  on  80  meters  CW 
during the  twice-yearly  CX contests  for  vintage 
equipment.  It  has  a  great  sound,  much  more 
pleasant to listen to than a modern box, tunes a 
little faster than we’d like, and is quite stable after 
a few minutes warm up. With an RF amp and a 
slower tuning rate, I’d use it a lot, but for a receiv-
er going on 85 years old, it’s darn good! I’m hop-
ing to use it when it’s 100, but that’s a little opti-
mistic, I know. Maybe enough of a goal to keep 
me going?
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Picture 2 — 
Here’s the 
Comet poised 
for action in CX, 
among some 
other vintage 
stuff. One piece 
is from 1938, so 
is almost as old 
as the Comet.

Picture 3 — Up close. The antenna tuning is the right window, 
the oscillator tuning the left, and the bandspread is the big knob 
and window in the middle. The frequency readout is just 
numbers, 0-100 projected by a little light shining through a circle 
of film onto a frosted glass window!

Picture 4 — 
There’s no 
bandswitch. As was 
common in most all 
homebrew and a 
lot of the 
commercial stuff — 
plug-in coils 
selected the band.

Picture 5 — Here’s the inside. In the upper left you can see 
where Dad wrote the oscillator settings for the various bands. 
You can also see that the 15m entry is later, since we didn’t have 
15m until the Comet was a couple decades old!
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Well, that turned into a real ramble. I don’t know 
if Skip, or you, can stand it, but I hope so. There is 
a  fair  amount  of  Comet  documentation  on  the 
web, so you can Google, if interested. Perhaps I’ll 
put some links on the group.io when I get some 
time. 73

For  well  over  a  decade,  the  Ramm  family  has 
used APRS in vehicles to tell each other (and the 
world!)  where  we  are.  The  Kenwood  D700A, 
though a bit expensive, was the path of least resis-
tance to getting there. It has the necessary APRS 
software built in; all that was needed was an ex-
ternal GPS unit. My car was set up with a place to 
mount the control head at the front and the body 
of the unit in the back behind the front seats. This 
arrangement has worked for years.

After RARSfest moving the front seat all the way 
forward to unload something seems to have dam-
aged  the  connecting  cable  including,  likely,  a 
short to ground (see Picture 1). When I next tried 
to  turn on the  system,  it  was  dead,  no display, 
nothing. Hoping for the best, I used a cable from 
another D700A to see if only the cable was toast. 
Still nothing.
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THROW⬅BACK 
ADVERTISEMENT

This month’s throwback ad comes from the April 
1977 Ham Radio Horizons magazine. That 
Sol-20 computer kit price of $995 is about 
$4,140 in today’s dollars. (Zoom in for a 
description.) For information on the Intel “eighty-
eighty” processor check this out on Wikipedia. 
For some interesting information on the Sol-20 
take a look at this oldcomputers.net page.


Picture 1 — My damaged cable – Karl’s cable is similar.

Bringing Kenwood D700s 
Back To Life 

   By Dee Ramm, KU4GC

BUSY BUSY

VFO

MNU
145.450 144.390

KENWOOD

APRS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_8080
http://oldcomputers.net/sol-20.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_8080
http://oldcomputers.net/sol-20.html
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A quick Internet search suggested that a surface 
mount fuse might have blown. I printed out the 
service  manual  and  opened  things  up.  A quick 
inspection showed no obvious burns but the sur-
face mount technology was intimidating enough 
that I decided that I would send it off to Kenwood 
someday to see what a fix would cost.

My  son  Karl,  N1XPB,  visited  for  the  last  week 
and, what a coincidence, he had also mangled his 
cable with the front seat and was seeing the same 
symptoms:  Cable  damaged,  still  dead  with  a 
working cable. However, Karl was not so deterred 
by surface mount technology. More importantly, 
he correctly felt that he had little to lose. He could 
make it “deader” or hopefully, better. He opened 
up his D700A, scoured documentation, and locat-
ed four surface mount fuses (see Pictures 2 & 3).

With  an  ohmmeter  he  found  that  three  fuses 
showed about 0 Ohms and one fuse was open (see 
Pictures 4 & 5). So, we had located the likely point 
of  failure.  Shorting  out  the  suspect  fuse  with 
probes caused the rig to show signs of life when 
under power. We finally used a single small alli-
gator clip to produce a more stable bypass to the 
open 1.8A fuse (see Picture 6). Everything lit up 
and the display showed appropriate memory con-
tents.  Due to  the  makeshift  power  arrangement 
with all kinds of exposed stuff, we did not do any 
more testing but felt that replacing the fuse was 
the next step with a good possibility that every-
thing  would  work  after  that.  We  then  did  the 
same testing on my D700A with the same positive 
result.
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Picture 2 — Opening 
the Kenwood TM-
D700A.

Picture 3 — Arrows identify 3 of the 4 fuses (One is 
obscured). Magnified inset shows one of the fuses.

Picture 4 — 
Intact fuse   
(0 Ohms).

Picture 5 — 
Open fuse.
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So, how to handle the surface mount technology? 
The  fuses  are  actually  relatively  large:  3mm  x 
2.5mm x 2mm, but neither of us had the experi-
ence or the tools to deal with it. Since the OCRA 
Monday night 10m net was coming up, I asked if 
anyone could help. Steve, KZ1X, came back and 
offered to do the soldering. With Steve’s help we 
identified the part  but found out it  hadn’t  been 
made in many years. Was this Unobtainium? With 
a search through Octopart, we found that it was 
still available from Quest. Karl ordered 14 fuses, 
the (minimum number) for about $10. Since Quest 
had  a  larger  minimum  order,  he  ordered  some 
other items as well.

So, have we fixed two radios? No. That remains to 
be seen. However, success seems likely, and a lit-
tle  initiative  and  perseverance  on  Karl’s  part 
brought us much, much closer. So, when the parts 
come  in,  with  Steve's  help,  we  will  find  out 
whether everything is fully working. 73
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Can you identify this month’s mystery item above? This 
month’s item comes from Skip, WB4P. Look for the re-
veal next month. If you have an unusual item for the 
“What is it?” feature please email a picture to the editor.


Last month’s mystery item 
came from Paul, N2XZF. 
Paul notes: This is an early 
version of a Ty-Rap cable 
tie tool. It pulls the tail of 
the cable tie wrap by cam 
action on one jaw while 
holding the “knot” back 
with the silver colored 
piece on the other jaw. The 

lever on the red handle releases the pliers to travel 
closer, allowing the knife on the cam-jaw to cut the tail. 


The pull is great enough that a tie can be broken, or the 
cable crushed, damaging it. In addition, the cut-off 
piece still sticks out creating a safety hazard. Much im-
proved models have since been put on the market, but I 
like this oldie.


73, Paul, N2XZF


?What
🤔 is it

Picture 6 — Apparently working rig. Magnified inset shows 
alligator clip bypass.

mailto:skip@hdp3.com
mailto:skip@hdp3.com
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Durham FM Association (DFMA)

DFMA  Board  Minutes  –  4/17/2018  –  Dan, 
KR4UB, Secretary

Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham, NC

Attending:  (y)  Dee,  KU4GC  -  president;  (y) 
Chuck, KW4KZ - vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR

- treasurer; (y) Dan, KR4UB - secretary; (y) Char-
lie, NC4CD - repeater mgr; (n) Jack, KM4MBG - 
DurHamFest chair; (y) Dave, W4SAR - Field Day 
coordinator;  At-Large Board Members:  (y)  John, 
KM4MDR; (y) David, KW4XL; (y) Paul, N2XZF; 
(y) Karen, KD4YJZ; Club Members: David Jr.

REPORTS
President  –  Dee,  KU4GC called  the  meeting  to 
order  at  7  pm  with  the  call  for  officer  reports. 
Minutes of the last Board and Regular meetings 
were passed out.
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Board Meeting 
MINUTES 

Several of our own DFMA and OCRA members supported the Tar Heel 10 Miler & Fleet Feet Sports 
4 Mile Run that was held April 21st. This is a yearly event that features a 10 mile and 4 mile run that 
averages around 6,500 runners. This year there was also a Double Down 14 Mile Challenge — for 
completing both runs. Volunteers staffed positions throughout the course to monitor the event and 
provide communications using HT’s. The course included downtown Chapel Hill, the UNC campus, 
and the surrounding historic neighborhoods. Volunteers provided status updates to Steve, W3AHL — 
the event net control and Orange County EC. Participation in the event not only provides a public 
service but also gives volunteers an opportunity to practice ARES communication protocol.

The run benefits the UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Chapel Hill-Carrboro 
YMCA’s We Build People Campaign.

Big thanks to Steve, W3AHL for the outstanding job he did coordinating the amateur radio support 
for the event. Also, thanks to the hams that got up very early to volunteer their time to support the 
community. Those volunteers were Dee, KU4GC; M.K., W4MKR; Dan, KR4UB; Mark, KR3AM; John, 
KM4MDR; Steve, KZ1X; Adam, WX4WNC; Dan, KG4QOF; Sam, KJ4VWG (standby); and Steve, 
W3AHL. 

Local Hams Support the Tar Heel 10 Miler & Fleet Feet Sports 4 Mile Run
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Dee suggested that the DFMA QSO party event be 
held sometime after Field Day. He has proposed 
the event as a way to get more interest and use on 
the DFMA repeaters. Charlie, NC4CD has worked 
on a QSO scorecard that would be used for the 
event.

Dee has updated the About the DFMA page on 
the DFMA website with a complete history of the 
recipients  of  the  DFMA “LID” award including 
photos of the LIDS hanging on the walls of the 
Hillsborough 147.225 repeater site.

The July DFMA club meeting will be in the third 
week, Tuesday 17th due to Bullock’s vacation clo-
sure during the normal meeting date.

Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ The agenda for 
May will be DurHamFest planning and for June, 
Field Day planning. Members are also requested 
to dig into their treasure troves for “Show & Tell” 
items for presentation at the next two meetings. 
Suggestions for  presenters  for  future club meet-
ings are always welcome.

Treasurer –  MK, W4MKR presented the treasur-
er’s report and membership status (106 with dues 
current) to the board. The treasurer also provided 
club bank account balances and a total for all de-
posits.

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB briefly discussed the two 
features on the new OCRA/DFMA Groups.io ser-
vice.

Event  Calendar:  Two  major  DFMA  recurring 
events,  namely  the  monthly  club  meetings  and 
the Thursday night net  have been added to the 
calendar with 1 day in advance email notifications 
sent  to  groups.io  members.  For  OCRA,  the 
monthly club meetings and the Saturday 9:30AM 
ARES net are similarly set up to generate 1 day in 
advance email notification. DurHamFest, a major 
club  event,  has been set up to send an email  no-

tice 5 days before the event and then a reminder 1 
day before the event.  Dan solicited feedback re-
garding to what extent any other events placed on 
the  calendar  should  use  email  notification,  the 
concern  being  to  not  over  use  the  email  notif-
ication feature.

Photos Section: Dan suggested the club members 
be encouraged to use the groups.io photo gallery 
for posting photos as a means of preserving the 
history of significant club events.

The  minutes  for  the  3/20  board  meeting  and 
04/03 club meeting were approved with correc-
tions.

Repeater  Manager  –  Charlie,  NC4CD  reported 
that all DFMA repeaters are operating satisfactori-
ly.  Lowell,  KK4PH  taught  a  repeater  program-
ming class to members who have volunteered to 
assist in the ongoing programming maintenance 
of the DFMA repeaters.
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upcoming 
EVENTS 
mark your calendars 

✦ 5/1 DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m. 

✦ 5/14 OCRA Meeting, Baha’i Center in Efland, 7:00 p.m. 

✦ 5/14 VE Test Session, Baha’i Center in Efland, 7:00 p.m. 

✦ 5/15 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m. 

✦ 5/26 DurHamFest, Saturday 8:30 a.m. — 12:30 p.m. 

✦ 6/5 DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m. 

For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org 

Reminder 

DurHamFest 

is May 26 

Website here

http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org/dfmaDHF.html
http://dfma.org
http://dfma.org
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DurHamFest – Jack, KM4MBG was unable to at-
tend. John,  KM4MDR volunteered for DurHam-
Fest traffic control duty. Dan, KR4UB volunteered 
to transport and set up the required items from 
the Hoover Road storage area and to follow up 
with  Lowell,  KK4PH  regarding  PA  equipment 
used for DurHamFest.

Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR reported 
that  last  year’s  band captains  will  be  contacted 
this week. Additional focus will be placed on the 
food  logistics  committee  and  keeping  operator 
positions  filled.  Discussions  are  underway  with 
Wilson,  W4BOH  to  locate  an  80M  SSB  in  the 
garage area to provide a central,  wheelchair  ac-
cessible location. John, KM4MDR volunteered to 
coordinate the Friday night potluck dinner.

NEW BUSINESS

Dee led a general discussion of a long range na-
ture  for  the  club,  involving  thoughts  about  the 
training and succession of club officers and volun-
teers  who  have  brought  to  the  club  some  very 
special skills we have grown dependent on. Some 
roles can not be effectively filled by a simple ma-
jority of election to office, but rather individuals 
bringing needed talent to the position or willing 
to make a long term time investment to develop 
the skills.

There is rarely a month in board and club minutes 
that does not mention the ongoing work by Low-
ell, KK4PH, in his repeater programming, linking, 
internet  issues  and  Charlie,  NC4CD  with  re-
peaters, antennas and sites and, who are always 
looking for a few good volunteers to take on long 
term education and site work to keep these facili-
ties on the air. Another example is the treasurer’s 
role while brief in reports of account balances and 
membership  at  the  monthly  meetings,  involves 
considerable behind the scene,  ongoing detailed 
record keeping, IRS tax filing, vetted credentialing 
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For Sale 

Generac GP5500 portable generator. 
Starting watts: 6875. Continuous: 5500 watts. En-
gine: 389 cc. Fuel capacity: 6.8 gallons. Run time 
at half load: 10 hours. Pull start. 3600 RPM. Weight: 
171 pounds. Price new at Lowe’s $649 and $689 at 
Home Depot. See their websites for pictures and 
complete specs. Very low hours. Like new. 
Asking $500 

Contact Charlie, NC4CD at 919-602-5200. 

For Sale 

Yaesu FT-2000 HF transceiver. 
Asking$1000 (o.b.o.) 

Yaesu FT-817ND QRP HF/VHF/UHF transceiver w/
Collins 500 Hz CW filter & LDG Z-817 auto-tuner. 
Asking $700 for all (o.b.o.) 

Yaesu FT-100D HF transceiver w/LDG YT-100 auto-
tuner. 
Asking $250 (o.b.o.), will consider selling auto-
tuner separately, can be used with Yaesu FT-857 or 
FT-897 

Contact Roy, WA2JLW to purchase or for more 
information at 919-542-1729 or email 
rwforrest@embarqmail.com. 

For Sale 

Coax 
As a ham public service Wilson, W4BOH made a 
bulk order of 1000’ of LMR-400 equivalent coax 
and is selling it for 45¢/ft. There was still some 
available as of the newsletter publication date. 

Contact Wilson at infomet@embarqmail.com. 

Buy✦Sell✦Trade
New 
Item

mailto:rwforrest@embarqmail.com
mailto:infomet@embarqmail.com
mailto:rwforrest@embarqmail.com
mailto:infomet@embarqmail.com
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with the bank and PayPal. Keeping the club web-
site current and secure not only involves being a 
good writer, but knowledge of things such as site 
hosting  facilities  control  panel  settings  and  be-
coming  proficient  in  (pick  your  poison)  html, 
wordpress, mysql, FTP or some other non-house-
hold ephemera. One can only guess at how much 
time Skip, WB4P has spent in developing the out-
standing proficiency we see demonstrated in issue 
after issue of the outstanding DFMA Link news-
letter. 

This  discussion  ended  without  specific  recom-
mendations  or  instant  answers.  Perhaps the  an-
swer is in just making the concern known. You’ve 
seen the recent and ongoing effort to reach out to 
new members and visitors at the club meetings. 
Perhaps this is just another realization that comes 
to  those  wearing  gray/white  hair  or  too  little 
hair….to reach out to members having undecided 
thoughts  about  getting  more  involved,  or  with 
ideas, skills that could benefit the club. Come to a 
board  meeting,  talk  to  a  club  officer  or  board 
member  about  what’s  on  your  mind  and  what 
you would like to do for the club long term.

Meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm.

Durham FM Association (DFMA)

DFMA Meeting – 4/3/2018 – Dan, KR4UB, Sec-
retary

Location: Bullock’s Bar-B-Cue, Durham

Attending: KR4UB, Dan; W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC, 
Dee;  WB4P,  Skip;  WA2ROC,  Dick;  K0OUX,  Vic; 
W4BOH, Wilson; KK4PH, Lowell; NC4CD, Char-
lie;  N8BR, Bill;  WB4ROI,  Henry;  KV4ZR, Loren; 

KW4CK,  Joe;  NA4VY,  Dave;  N2XZF,  Paul; 
KK4BPH,  Mike;  WA4AHR,  Dewey;  KD4YJZ, 
Karen; W4SAR, Dave; AJ2X, Mark; KF4LJZ, Lin-
da; KA4AVM, Sue; WB4YYY, Jim; N4QM, Dennis; 
KA2WDL, Phil;  KW4XL, David and DJ;  KM4M-
DR, John; W4ORD, Lad; KA5JUJ, Martin; W4PEL, 
Pete;  N8VNR,  Kevin;  KK4QEJ,  Joni;  KN4BBA, 
Bob; W4JWA, Jim; WA4NID, Dave; N4JQR, James; 
N3GO,  Gary;  KG4QOF,  Dan;  KM4MBG,  Jack; 
KF4PAB, Lenore; KW4KZ, Chuck; KF4NTC, Bob; 
WA4UJM,  Wally;  Graysin  &  Doug  Hodges; 
KJ4VWG, Sam.

A total  of  47 attending,  44 of  them currently li-
censed hams.

President:  Dee opened the membership meeting 
at 7 pm with introductions, greeting first time at-
tendees as noted below, followed by officer’s re-
ports.

First time attendees:
WA4NID, Dave first  time attendee,  well  almost! 
Welcome back after a long absence, a former pres-
ident of DFMA. Dave now lives in Graham where 
he can finally pursue his antenna projects without 
HOA restrictions. Dan, KG4QOF returns after 10 
years  away  from  amateur  radio.  Doug  Hodges 
and son attended to learn more about DFMA and 
ham radio.

Attendee  Interest  Areas:  (noted  on  the  sign-in 
sheet) Phil, KA2WDL is studying for the General 
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WELCOME 

NEW DFMA 

MEMBER

Dan Evanson, KG4QOF 

Club Meeting 
MINUTES 
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class license. Dave, WA4NID is interested in pre-
sentations  on  current  generation  antennas,  FT8 
and issues with “wall-wart” power supplies. Jack, 
KM4MBG & Lenore, KF4PAB expressed interests 
in  H.A.M. (Have Another  Meal  gatherings)  and 
free software for use with ham radio.

Announcements:  Dee, KU4GC reported that the 
DFMA club table at RARSFest netted $267.70.

DFMA The Link “Who is it?, What is it, Where 
is  it”  -  Last  month’s 
“What is it” photo was 
submitted  by  Paul, 
N2XZF.  The  mystery 
tool  is  a  “TyRap” or  a 
tool  designed  for  in-
stalling  cable  ties  that 
pulls  them  tight  and 
then cuts the end, leav-
ing  no  sharp  edges.  If 
you have vintage photos 
of  members,  things  and 
places, feel free to submit 
to Skip, WB4P our DFMA 
newsletter editor.

REPORTS
Vice  President  –  Chuck, 
KW4KZ  -  The  agenda  for 
April  will  be  DurHamFest 
planning and for May, Field 
Day planning. Members are 
also  requested  to  dig  into 
their  treasure  troves  for 
“Show & Tell” items for presentation at the next 
two meetings. Suggestions for presenters for fu-
ture club meetings are always welcome.

Treasurer –  MK, W4MKR reported there are 105 
members with dues current.
The  treasurer  also  provided  club  bank  account 
balances and a total for all deposits.

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB thanked all attendees for 
indicating on the sign-in sheet if they are a first 
time attendee, current member interests and ideas 
for club talks as summarized above.

Repeater  Manager  –  Charlie,  NC4CD  reported 
work  is  ongoing  at  TV  Hill  to  reconfigure  the 
router and internet service to make port forward-
ing work better for IRLP and other internet relat-
ed services.

DurHamFest  –  Jack, 
KM4MBG  -  DurHamFest 
logistics  planning  will  be 
the  major  discussion  topic 
at  the  next  club  meeting. 
Advance  tickets  are  now 
on sale for $5.00 with buy-
ers  eligible  for  the  pre-
DurHamFest Friday night 
drawing. Flyers are avail-
able for member distribu-
tion  at  other  club  and 
organization venues.

Field  Day  & VE Coor-
dinator – Dave, W4SAR 
reported that discussion 
is  ongoing  with  last 
year’s  band  captains. 
Additional  focus  will 
be  placed  on  food 
planning  and  bonus 

points.  The  next  VE 
session is scheduled for April 14th at the Orange 
County  EOC.  Additional  VEs  are  needed  as  a 
number of the usual VEs supporting the test ses-
sions have other commitments on that day.

Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award –-  The 
last  presentation  of  the  LID  was  at  the  March 
meeting by Lowell,  KK4PH to Bob, K4WCV for 
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instituting and running 53.45mHz 107.2 Hz PL 8 
PM Wednesday night net.

Door  Prizes  –  Door  prize  winners  were  Sue, 
KA4AVM - Magnetic wristband; Lowell, KK4PH - 
Hex driver & socket set; Lad, W4ORD - Flashlight 
& Phil, KA2WDL - Tarp cover.

Presentation – The meeting presentation was by 
Kevin Otte, N8VNR on digital voice methods cur-
rently in use primarily on repeater systems. The 
presentation  began  with  a  summary  of  digital 
methods in general with advantages being audio 
quality, narrower bandwidth requirement, lossless 
retransmission  in  networked  repeaters  and  pri-
mary disadvantage being the waterfall (or all or 
nothing) effect as signal strength diminishes. The 
presentation  then  covered  D-Star,  a  2001  era 
method developed by ICOM and the Japan Ama-
teur Radio League; then DMR, a 2005 era method 
derived from a  European standard and by Mo-
torola,  commonly  known  as  MotoTRBO.  Lastly 
System Fusion, a 2013 proprietary protocol devel-
oped by Yaesu that  supports  hybrid  (analog and

digital) transmission was discussed.

Each of these methods have differences in terms 
of  bandwidth  requirements,  adoption  rates  by 
users  in  general  and availability  in  the Triangle 
area. Cary has two DMR repeaters,  Raleigh and 
Durham each have a DMR repeaters that are con-
nected to the NCPrn Network.  Even within the 
same digital protocol family, repeater systems can 
make use of different protocols,  so knowing the 
specifics of the repeaters intended to be used is 
important to ensure compatibility with user pur-
chased equipment.  The presentation ended with 
a Q&A session covering user radio programming 
methods,  digital  repeater  coordination,  useable 
digital  HT radio  range compared to  analog FM 
HT performance and other topics.

Meeting adjourned at 8:15 pm.
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